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GEORGE MOEUE3 reports on

noted American labor correspondent
sifts fact from fiction in an eyewitness report on Soviet trade unions and
working conditions in the 'USSR today.
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What.1Saw 1~

S y George Morris

'
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labor journalist for over twenty-five years and is presently La
Editor of the weekly WORKER. These first-hand observations are
based on his recent extensive trip'throughout the USSR, where he
personally visited many of the largest industrial plants, interviewing rank and file workers and top Soviet trade union leaders, investigating working and living conditions of Soviet labor, and stud
ing health, educational and recreational facilities, and other fac
of the USSR today.
He is the author of many pamphlet including LABOR UNITY,

ISM, and others.

Published by NEW CENTURY
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832 Broadway, N m fi&
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Thirty Years Ago and Now
My visit to the Soviet Union in the winter of 1959 was my
first in almost 30 years. The gigantic economic changes in the
period, beyond wmparison in all history, were paralleled by a
revolutionary transformation along socialist lines in every sector
of the country's life. In 1929-30, the Soviet Union was industrially
among the hindmost countries. Today it is second only to the
United States in industrial might. For more than a quarter century
it stood as the only socialist country, with a sixth of the world's
,, :r territory and substantially less of the world's economy. Today
there is a powerful system of socialist countries, already embracing
more than a h i r d of the world's population and a third of 'ts
economy. By coincidence, both my recent visit and my visit in
lgeg-go came at historic turning points. In 1929-30 I witnessed
the start of the first Five-Year Plan, )the first general advance in
socialist construction. The objectives then were regarded as so
ambitious that, at first, few outside Marxist ranks regarded them
as realizable. The plan evoked jeers from the experts and ideologists of capitalism. The idea that an industrially backward people,
with a low literacy level, could build up a basic and heavy industry
without the aid of the mmn lands and "capitalist brains," and
- then operate it, was ?onsidered a utopian dream. Even less conaeivable was the idea that the -peasantry would take the road to
socialism.
But it was my fortune then to travel extensively in the USSR
and be convinced .from. personal observation that the plan was being carried out, and I witnessed the vigor and enthusiasm that later
led to a stepup of the plan and its completion in four years. Today, with the Soviet economy running at a level more than 36
times what it was.on the eve of the first five-year plap, the whole
world knows who were righti-tk experts 'of capitalism or the
socialist planners. .
My recent visit came as the Soviet Union mark& the s t a r t of

'

a still higher stage in its drive for progress-the seven-year plan
that is to bring the country to the threshold of the first stage of
Colamunism. The magnitude of Ithe plan can be measured by the
80 percent increase in production it calls for.; a 40 percent rise
in real wages and a resettlement of five in every ten ~ersonsin the
urban areas to new homes. The plan envisages catching up with
American economic level and the U.S. living standard for
-workers. By the seventh year, with the rise in the USSR's economy
plus the swift advances in China and the other socialist lands,
more than 50 percent of the world's produaion is to be socialist.
,

THE SHARE OF THE sovln UNION
AND SOCIALIST COUNTRIES
WORLD INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION

50%

1

thi p y l s kt by the historic plst congr& of the
Communist Party, which I covered .for the Wotker. With b e
econoniic and'welfare gmls goes a far-maching program of pp-tion of the people dfdr- another big mial advance, forsrhe higher
ethics amE &~&ptsof human brothdood called f& b i b cornmunism.Agtlr~ .as in the lgnggo period, I had the fo&nate
opportunity tbivi9it7severalp m d the USSR, especially mmy
factories in die Leningrad, Moscow, Rostov, K ~ m h e ~ah,
kedt, Stalinpd and 0 t h mgbns,
~
and to see at first hand the
4;

for the seven-year plan already rolling, as well as the role 'of the
trade union movement in this gigantia plan.
Again I was struck by the enthusiaem and dynamic drive for
the next big a d m e and the alreadyevident amazing achievements through local and regional initiative, stepping up the pace
beyond the planned schedule. Everywhere I heard of sail and
decisions to complete all or parts of the plan in six years or lew
My mind shifted back to 1929-30when similar early signs gave
a dear indication of the results to come. Bqt the opportunities and
resources now are infinitely better, 'with she goal by the seventh
year to be a b u t 65 times the level of the Soviet economy of the
late -ties.
This time in my tours through the plants, I rarely
saw a machine with a foreign label. Everywhere they proudly
noted all equipment is Soviet-made. At Leningrad's Metal Works#
they showed me work in progress dn the worId's largest turbines.
At *e Volga Power station near ~uybishev,largest in *theworld,
I mw no of those turbines in operation. At Rostov I saw the largest
agricultural machinery plant in the -world. At Stdingrad, the
largest tractor plant. These and thousands of other large en~fpriseswere built with Soviet hands, at the direction of Soviet
engineers, under socialist
GROWTH JN
INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION
(1913= 1)

GROWTH OF USSR
GRAIN HARVEST
(BILLION POODS)
1 POOD=36.113 LBS.
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I d i W see a fo~eigntechriician, as I had in -so many7*
places
in the 1929-80 period. To, the contrary, they often told me at the
plants E viiited of their fellow-workers and technicians i n China,
India, Zndoaesia, Middle-East and African l a d , helping .to build
up these newly-liberated lands and showing hav to operate steel,
machine' and power enterprises
fn ageg-30 they toM me everywhere of the very large percentage of the workers just out of villages, just leming to tvork in
industry or to read and write. Today the majority of -the workers
rire sans and daughters bf woikers, with a far higher level of .education and occupational skill. Everywhere I found an imatiable
hunger for ever higher learning. Every factory has an edua~iona.1
stem-for comp1etion of secondary school (like our high scool),
for technical c o ~ e s for
,
second trades.
Those whu $eIy o d y on statistics to estimate the Soviet 'Ufiipn?s
p ~ o g p e aare making a -big mistake. They leave out of aeim,unt
the human element, the most powerful reserve of all. This is not
a sfore of people hired to work for privately owned economy.
These are people throwing all they have into the effort because
they are working for tkeinselves-for' an economy and country they
truly control. You have to see this force-the most fully organized, politically most conscious, united and vigorous working class
in tihe world-to really appreciate its vitality and influence. You
have to see those people and their live-wire leaders in action to
realize how -they were able to rebuild a shattered industry to pru
vide a base so powerful they can now realistically aim to "catch up
with and overtake" the United States within a few years.
It can already be said with confidedice that, given peace, the
seven-year plan will be very likely fulfilled ahead of sohedule. The
first rhalf, 1959, results m n h it. Today even the experts of
capitalism peither sneer at or belittle the plan. Instead they
have raised the ay it is a "threat" to their "free" capitalist world.
They seek to frighten people with t h i s "Comunist threat." They
picture h e plan as a plan for "world conquest" and ay it must be
met by still greater outlays for military purposes.
The "
'eareat"
charge is' refuted even by reports of many visitors .
to the -USSR known to be hostile to socialism. Hav can a country
that suffered sd much destruction, in a war still frdh in the minds

.
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of all, think of another ?war?How can a country be for war md
at the same :time engage in oo gigantic a drive for construction of
housing and other peacetime objectives?
The plain truth, is Ithat the new stage of economic and social
advan& in the Soviet Union is a challenge to the capitalist world
-a dhallenge for higher goals of human progress. This challenge
comes to a capitalist world beset by unemployment greater than
at -any time since the war, with economic insecurity a bigger threat
than !ever..The challenge is a bid to capitalism to.compete: who
can do more for the welfare of tihe people in the next seven years?
Clearly .it is only those .who have a vested inkrest in capitalism
and fear ,this challenge - of socialism, who can feel "threatened."
The many people I talkkd to in the USSR were n ~int a "threatening" mood-they expressed a desire for peace :and the hope that
wo~kemof q f t a l i s t lands would be spurfed by bhe USSR's examd e ahoj to p k s s for the shorter workday and better conditions,

The ''Curtain of Ignoran~e'~
'
The main object of my trip. was to see how the ,workers and
farmers'live under .sociati~m,and especially the role af the trade
unions in a socialist society. For many years the leaders of the
trade bunions of the United States, with the help of the Departr
mknt of ~ a b o r have
,
harped on a brazen colleotion of falsehoods
a i d slanders aimed at the USSR, especially its anions. They &
tort fatts-on riving stahdards, allege the unions are not "real" ur
are "G~vemment-contr0~2ed,"and still peddle the threadbare
'cfoned lab&" lie. While Ireeping' up this. kind of slander, these
leaders have put a rigid ban on any contacts with the 53-million
member union movement of the USSR and reject repeated invitations to come.and see forthernselves. And they apply this "curtain
of ignorance" policy at a time when even the State Department
has agreed to extended contacts with sthe USSR in the fields of
culture, sports, t h e sciences, music, as well as in various economic
spheres.
The ahief spokesman for this "curtain of ignorance" line is
George ~ e a n president
~ ;
of the AFLCIO. Even
presence of
a number of the AFLXIO leaders, among them Walter Reuther,
at a breakfast upith ;Anastas Miykoyan when the latter was here,..
'
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countries. In the
V i .&- are w c$pitgd&s or l o n d l o ~etlqr
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m a Detween classes such as exists in the United Sraces. . There
is just a division of responsibility and function within a society
united by a common outlook and objective.
But strangely some of the trade union leaders of America, while
denying there is a class struggle in the United States and discouraging the use of such weapons as strikes or demonstrations, are loudly
calling for strikes and "militancy" in the lands of socialism. In the
article of Meany under review, he appeals to the Soviet workers
--I "strugg1e militantly'' for higher wages.
But how does Meany
spe* to American workers?
.-.$On
December, 1955, when the AFL and CIO merged, he prop e d through an article in the New York Times Magazine, amidst
much fanfare, a "mutual non-aggression agreement" between arganizations of labor and capital. The National Assodation of
Manufacturers lost no time in honoring him with a luncheon where
he was introduced to tell more of his nestrike plan. In the cotarse
of his speech Meany said:
"It may interest you to know I never went on strike in
my life. I never ran a strike in my life. I never ordered
anyone to order a strike in my life. I never had anything
to do with a picket line."
I

.If Meany's scheme for a "non-aggression" pact didn't go
throqgh, the reason was mainly the "militant" insistence of the
emplayers on anti-union terms the AFGCIO head couldn't deliver.
Reen*;
during the 1959 spring session of the A m 1 0 Executive Council, Meany's attention was called to suggestions that
the labor movement meet new repressive anti-labor legislation with
nationwide strike action. Meany angrily neplied:

:u###

The A n C I O is dedicated to the American way of life,

and that #includes our American system of representative
government. When legislation is enacted that we don't like
then it's our policy to seek changes through the system, not
by revolution!'
Thus even a protest strike is 'g~evolution." Clearly, these same

labor leaders who are so enthusiastic for "militancy" and strikes
&I the lands where the working class rules an$. sees no sense in
striking' against itself, frown on strikes and militancy in capitalist
lands where those weapons are truly the only recourse for the

work-er;s.
One example to show how ridiculous it is to judge relations in
the Soviet Union in terms of employer-worker relations under cap&
tali=, is the fact that in all of the USSR there isn't one person
ififit 'managerial top government or professional post, or in the akts,
whose salary comes anywhere near Meany's $yj,ooo a year. Nor
do :any of them reach even the salaries of hundreds of U.S. labor
leaders getting substantially less ~ h a nMeany, let alone those in
the!$~jo,oooclasli, or George M. Harrison of the railway clerks kbo
for eight yeam topped them all with $76,000 a year.
I have met with many plant directors, some of the plants with
mahy as 40,000 workers. Their salaries in most cases, including
production bonuses, don't run much above the earnings of many.
coal miners. And the salaries of full-time trade union officials are
generally equal to what their earnings would be at their occupati& on the production iine.
6ROWTH
IN REAL
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It is shameful that labor leaders with the salaries of big corporation officials, should point a finger at these leaders of Soviet
10

f!

industries and unions and slander them as a "privileged class" and
as "rulers." It is high time the "curtain of ignorance" were opened
and American trade unionists received the right to see for themselves how things are in the socialist countries.

The Collective Agreement in the USSR
The real test as to whether unions are genuinely independent
and democratic, is their accomplishments in the interest of their
members, the content of their collective agreements and the authority they have for enforcing it, the extent of voluntary acceptance of those unions by the workers, and the extent of membership participation in the work of those unions.
Unions in America, as is well known, bargain primarily far
wages, hours and working conditions. Oaly since the late thirties
has bargaining expanded to include also some supplementajr benefits and to spell out terms for vacations, sick leave, promotion procedure and holidays. More recently carhe the welfare funds and
supplementary unemployment insurance to supplement to some extent the gmnment-provided social insurance. And only about
a third of the workers of the country are under contracts because
two-thirds of the labor force is hot in unions.
No* let us look at the 59,000 collective annual agreements the
oviet trade unions negotiated in 1957 (for the year.1958). The
ement of each larger enterprise is availabk to every worker in
inted pamphlet. It is hung up on the bulletin board in the
ler plants. I collected a fair sampling of the printed agreets while in the USSR. They cover a far wider scope than
erican contracts, and he unions negotiating them have-a far
eater authority, .especially because of the new powers vested in
em in the past two years.
Suppose we take as a typical case the So-page agreement for
covering the 15,000 workers of the Stalingad Tractor Plant,
I visited. This agreement has eight sections. The first
mmarizes the common objectives of both'the union and manageent of the plant to carry out the country's economic plan, and
spells out in detail what that means in terms of production in the
tractor plant, the output goal in each department, productivity,

elimination of spoilage, quality of work. It cov&s also provision
by management of the technical means and plant organization to
make possible realization bf those goals and, of course, higher earnings for the workers that -come with more production.
'
The second section deals with wage dassifications, and other
wage matteh as they aHly to each wcu-patiw . in the factory. Section g deals with the training of workers for higher skills and
techniques, including a second trade, even specifying the number
to be trained in the various >schools,institutes and apprentice shops
attached to the factoy .(in this case a total of 4,200 for 1958).
Clauses even specify the mount of money to be appropriated from
the factory fund to improve and expand these schools. This is an
important item in the cuntract for a number of reasons, among
them the Eact that in the USSR there has always bein an uninterrupted pr&&
of promoting workers to higher skills and dassifi~
cations, hence 'higher wage scale . -as the work force has swelled
from year to year.
Section q spells out discipline in the factory and the mutual
.resp~]ll~~biIity
for maintaining it. Section 5, on safety and hygiene,
specifies a long list of co~lrectionsthat must be made or tihe needed
new installations for- ventilation, sanitary provisions, etc, and
even the specific sums of money that should be appropriated to
assure them. Alsv, this section has a long list of clauses spedfical1y
obligating the administration to improve or expand hospital and
other medical care for .the workers and the factory community as
a whole.' One clause, for example, calls for expahsion .of aclcommodatian for the plant's night sanatorium to 500. Those sanatori m , attached to almost every large plant, are for workers who
may be in a pqrtly rundown cotldition but not to the point of re:
quiring stoppage of work. They are taken, usually by bus after
work, directly to the night sanatorium where they, rest, eat and
sleep under a doctor's observation for a period of go days ar longer.
sectibn 6 covers housing and community welfare services. 'Ibis,
plant's agreement obligated the administration to build more housiag, with the locations .in the factory community specified, to the
t h l of 1 2 , m square meters of living space in 1958 (bedrooms and
litting rooms). Then follows a long list of obligations on the part,
of
ahinistration to construct more hmpital facilities, 1e
'

more nurseries and kindergartens in certain areas of the factory
community, repair or improve the maintenance of houses already
.
in use, etc., etc ,
Section 7 covers shopping facilities and adequate provisioning
of the stores serving the thousands of families of the tractor workers, as well % problems affecting the plant restaurants. This s e e
tion also has provisions for parceling out of 'a,tract of land among
the workers as garden plots-a practice very widespread in the USSR
-from which workers get much of their vegetables. The -final,
section, called "Cultural Service,'* obligates the administration
to -some substantial improvements in the big Cultural Palace of
the-work;erswhich is serviced by a staff of 85 and has an annual
budget of i,ooo,oao nibles. 1.t calls for improvements in -the workerg' spqrt stadium, the sport house and the children's playgroundsThe tractor plant csntract, quite typical, shows the guiding
principle is that all matters affecting working, living and cultural
conditions of (the worker and his family are matters*for the mllective agreement. In a .capitalist couiitry, no union can even
dream of dealing with most questions covered in a Soviet agreement. Most of the active people in the Soviet factory union organization are occupied with one or another of the subjects dvered i&
the &t~act. On housing, for example, here is a sub-committee
on a plant-wide scale, and ~ubcommittee~~ineach departient.
That mxp .of active &embers is cdficemed with, both propkr servicing of the boccupied houses and the distribution of the new' hou6
ing on the basis bf urgency; or in accordace with the size of
ily, the recmimendatio~soriginating at d~partmeht-widemeetings.
So run the c h b 2of "actives'? in:the "nnian,based upon each of the
: other provisibs of, the:contjiactdd m e , protection.of wbmen
and youth, safety, production, innovation activities (sugges.%.orninventibn) , ~ k g *rates,+,
e
:cultbre, . shopping provisions, ' factory restaurants 'and cangems; eti., etc*
The factory cy)]iIe-ctiveagreement in effect applies and contiEa t h e p i ~ ~ rnational
al
and regional terms:and plans. : At each
of && lev& the trade unions, strongly b.mpmentedin all top
have.ai big .p;uz in the formulation of &e economic plans
most certainly )on matters- affecting wqxs and working c0nd.iSuch - p l q e d economy: also- makes possible. . more uni.I
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fomity and justice in;wage .rates and more okdb in occupational
clagpifications, eliminitgion of diffhntials, chaos and inequities.

Those matters are subject to annual routine review. But currently
th- is a more basic and ,-tic
overhauling.of rates and dassificatibns with the objective 4-pulling up the 10wea paid workers andl
I&g average earnings ..generally while. shifhg <a
the seven-houri
&y. This revision is.-being carried out by a joint union-ministry;
&ctximry in ea& ~ e ~ d-. . .
!
". , .
,
:; . m a t <unionunder.capitalism, even und& :the.bat of leadership, caa even dream-of:six& influence in determidtag the oonditiom .for its membePs?' And the labor movemexi&.of- tht Unitedl
Stat=. hasf:lessi ihfiUw&
:in. government than ,W3'
nni~nsof any*
M-OE
capitdist. WUP,&~: -,At,best, they depend
some ''fzie:~~.Uf?i
p l i t i c i a ~ sin ei&& loif. the two parties.of capitabm. X'hey have9
np divect r~presentationin any of the branches of government. In
~lcwtstatea and dities, the pditicians do not even ,caast~lt:
the .made
union leadersr,onl the choide of candidae the unioh ~ ~ ~ & eaxe
x i :
expected &a:e#idorse.What.botheks some of obr top+~nion
leaders'
ia not thri . m m d c a l . claim the union6 ofl the' €JWB:& govern-^
menti, icromtxi~~1led,"but ithe exact opposite-#hut tka &aimb.f the,
WSR -with their 53 millibn me-nibers,are the major, mars o~ganiaur-,
tbm t k m g k .which the .worliqrs exsrci.de oontrol;'of the gmrement:
I r Here z
p&some figwzs 7td &mw who govegns the :WSSR.I~.
i $?The
S ; W ~ ) TW~i e&t j . ?lthe .topamt avo-chamber parliament of'
&B r?US& -M.
W a d : in ig@, .has 738.deputies::in!ohel&bneil
k . U M o g ; OE, h w , JpGg i(6g%.) ,-.&reIwo&ers and ~0121e~tivle~
fanmi
.
erq'p ptef ~~&httn~
:go&m$hg! .go.
wbrk at heir occupations.. , : . . I
? $Thef
'
W
i ,d : N d t i d i G e a tiis
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at,--:(j*.
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t!:
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to Moscow or any regional or state capital to lobby for what they
.
need.

How the Union Works

'

Since 1957 the unions of the USSR have received new authority
and rights in line with the general increase in worker participation in the affairs of the country and the trend towards entrance
of the Soviet Union into the first phase of Communism by the end
of the seven-year plan. Communism is a stage higher than socialism, a social order in which the organizations of the people
will more and more take over the functions now carried out by
government. On the other hand, police, military and like functions
will gradually decline as world peace is secured and the economic
or socal basis for law violations become eliminated. Eventually,
in its later stages, Communism will also replace the socialist rule
"to each according to his product" by the motto "from each according to his ability; to each according to his need."
Steps were already taken to relieve police and the courts of
minor law violations and misdemeanors among youth and place
such violators in the custody of their unions or other organizations for trials before fellow workers. With this step, Deputy
Chief Justice Prusakov of the Russian Federative Soviet Republic
told me in an interview, a drastic cut in the country's police force
and courts was effected.
In line with this trend of greater responsibility upon the mass
organizations, the trade unions were given a far greater part in control of production through the Permanent Production Conferences
in each enterprise, consisting of delegates from each department.
The unions were also given what amounts to a decisive authority
n
' the distribution of new housing. The plant committee of the
union has the final authority to decide disputes that may arise with
management. The only recourse for the dissatisfied party after the
plant committee's decision is the courts. No worker can be fired
without the consent of the plant committee.
Those rights came on top of the authority the unions already
had as the dispensers of the vast soda1 insurance fund which in
1958 came to 215 billion rubles, and in addition to their control
I

over the vast network of resorts, tourist bases and rest homes and
.asport movement of some 50,000 societies with more than eight
million participants. At the loth Congress of the Trade Unions
of the USSR,which I also covered for the Wmker, the proposal was
even made to shift the vast network of sanatoriums from the health
ministry to the unions oh the ground that their utilization would
be bettered.
GOVERNMENT' EXPENDITURES
ON EDUCATION, HEALTH,
PENSIONS AND OTHER SOCIAL
AND CULTURAL SERVICES

Thb primary and key -unit in this gigantic' organization .of 53
million~membmis the plant or local committee-a body eleaed
annually bylseaet ba210t. There are 44opoo such units, They
have a gqoat deal of autonomy and carry out the work at the enterp
prise and community level. In recent years, as reflected at the wth
Congr- the trend was to give greater responsibility to the plant
committee and the regional trade union bodies. The latest change
in 'the.constimtion of the All-Union Central Council of Trade
Unions provides for 75 per cent of the dues ruble to stay with the
primary unit, the bulk of *thatincome to be expended for cultural,
sport, !welfare aad children's activities.
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on the.,plantkestauranes;i Miuch of the committee's routinebis].the .
allotmemt frm t&e
itmewmw b d
vouchero f& (rest
hsmw n6&ituriums,daildren's suqner ' camps m nuiseries, bor
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er maimre ofi the -uhionmoymbt's stqmgrh.intihe:Soviet
Unian!ik! tht a t ieourieer at'5& ~dispmdt hrrying out its cultural, s p o r t and recrWrgm p i r ~ m s .:ThelAUCCTU,at the last
muat, .nbPdr t ,;doa ,. Palaces Of W t u k e -r cs ' diibs, I 15,oaoP snidler
- film . proj&tam,
skies, &morethb i
g sport halls 'orip~&es, $,408 sport5[pafront 'sport bases, 'a,l86,:;slijlmps, and <many
i i
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TaLi, f&t 1xa$nplle; the l~,oeoPklaaes of Cultnre ahd~dhbs.
ey :a're not ,smdl d h i r s . I went tkwoag.& a numbux&.~them.

They -ak'
txsta&ky.:big -centers serving .$h;bu$aad$:of me-: :maam
and Children' hilg,!.:It costs; wif4iurn -bf- rubies to '-&&
BbBd
then operate each of those centers. There are many palaces ,iraffed
by a s m q or mbrk pamns plus,m*&qrnl
twmber of arq;damd and
&a d the[.&*ir~4g-G;
4 :I@
mi,W e - v p a l a ~
pimi 3a:Mm@w,*the 19Mdagrad~rmia~~
plant #or;the'.tie*&OV

'
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BP

!tile plant of' T-ent,
there i s a cbok of scores~+qbun
s(30res2
aftekwwk, or after-school amateur: actiuities .the iwo~ckierc a i
up. At Licha*
there lare many studios for painting, SGUQ
-:sLe@hing,music (with several adult and children's wchestras
&omses), balleq drama, photo circles, .sewing, chess, star-gan
($hey have an obsewatory), d e l making of.all kin& .ib f
- quipped workshops, numerous educational citcles, :li
-&ssions, stamp clubs, film and stage shoM9 and danh
..Sat*day night. T h e union pays for the entire upkaip, ind
-$be supplies,
only admission for dances and film s
A large percentage of the USSR's stage and aft personalities sh
their talents fir'st in such clubs and were recommended t6 m e
tories o r drama schools by the unions. A measure of the- ~ i z e
this movement can be obtained from the' following in the repors
Victor Grishin, the president, to the 12th Congress of the AUCCT
"At the present time we have 216,000 amateur ar
which 4,ooo,ooo people- are taking part. Amateur thea
phony orchestras, choirs, opera and ballet groups have
numbers. Last year these collectives $ave 770,000
shows which were attended by nearly 160,000,000 working peo
The AUGCTU is converting the best of these groups
:
permanent amateur workers' theatres.
: ;: ; k t Roatov, I saw them completing bnrrtruction of.a Pal
the Agricultural Machinery w ~ r k mthat bids to be the gra
est of.them
at a cost of 14 million rubles.
It a m e s with ill grace for Aaneican unionists to sneer (at.Soviet . track unions, Our !trade union movement doesn't h
ape :such culture hall-nor even one that could compare w
a ; m o o ~ t e - s i z e Soviet
d
club. That's what I had to tell the
rector of the immense, beautiful newly-built culture palace: of
.of Pbeiplines in the city of Ostrava, Czechoslovakia, after he to
- me xthrougli it and, asked, ''how does this compare with y
I, t m d e ~ ~ o
culture
a
palaces?''. In the East Ukraine mining t
:of : ShW,ty I saw a sport palace that cost 8.5 million rubles
,
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I;bb&ld.- 3 j ' . i :::-.'Hav we. the Soviet trade unions received by the w'
;To:.
#hat 'extent a*, the basses of - workers participating in
- Me?: First it should.befnoted-&at the, qqo,ooo .primary (local
t
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plant) units hold elections every year for officers and their s u b
committees. The emphasis is on a maximum of irhtiative for
those local units and on the widest possible democracy. An even
greater extension of such democracy was the central theme of the
loday congress of the AUCCTU held in March, 1959. I have
attended many trade union conventions in the United States. But
I have yet to hear such sharp criticism and public exposure of
cases of violatioli of democratic prpcedures, as I heard from
Victor Grishin, the president, in his report, and from others in
the discussion. They spotlighted some prize examples and they
were merciless:
The p.2 general unions, with their central committees; have an
authority in their respective fields on a national scale. Each of
the autonomous republics or districts have a union center. Then
come the regional sub-divisions. Those centers exercise a leadership within their scope, but it is the primary unit at the plant,
local or government farm that carries out the tasks.
The t6p authority in the enterprise is the membership meeting. A delegates' conference is highest in the large plant. The
top elected authority is the plant shop committee whose membership is usually related to the size of the plant. Most of those
I studied had more than 2 0 members. In the larger departmentalized plants, a department or factory unit committee is
.> elected in each department.
The plant committee elects sub-commit!s?" Each of these
covers one or more items in the annual agreement it is charged
to handle. In some large plants, there are as many as a score
of such sub-committees, and there are usually from lo to 15
persons on each. The department committees also have subcomrnittees.
The lowest subdivision in the plant is the trade 'union group
organization. It is based on the workteam whose numb& may go
as high as 25 or go, or maybe considerably lower, depending on
the work system. The team names an organizer (somewhat like
our steward) and three assistants, usually for social insurance,
safety and p r d u ~ t i o nproblems. The group organizer collects the
dues directly from each worker. They have no checkoff system
and no requirement for obligatory payment of dues or membership.

NeverJhelew, 51,780~0~~.
workm-g6% of the 54.6. d l i w worlcm
in lg~8-befpnged ''to the unions, Most of the plants J visited
had ahi"o'riization level of 98 per cent or higher.
- M ~ i t the
i ~above
~ ~ machinery 4 4 0 , m time8 and you .havean
idea bf the ~olOall,
be&ork..that :m@es up
Soviqt.q d e union
movement. Ninety-~ix"per'q n t of these p h y q
have no
full-t@e'.of&cers.
'..
The otber ;f& per cent hayqfrmp one to
.SIX. 'The limits are set by the AUCCTU, depending on the
n G b q 'of whrkess ih an enterprise. A garment .factory of goo
woikeig I visited i n . M ~ S Chad~ 6nly
~
one fi?ll-timer-the chairm;ui. '
Grishin ,reported to the 12th Congress that .the number -of
plant and shop domaittee members now totals 8.5 million. Therk
are 1,380,000 group organizers. Then there is a total ob 7,000,ooo
membeis' in the permanent mmmissions, as well as functionaries
in var&u$ fields; like insurance and safety. The bulk of the
~,om,ooo delegates *to
. the permanent production conference
are production workers. A Soviet handbook on statistics says that
at the staqt of 1958. there were 16,457,000 "actives" in the trade
union movement of the USSR, about as many as there are members
in.'he.trade unions of the U.S.
Another statistical indicator of the active spirit in the USSR's
unions i s the 1.5 million workers who took the floor at discussions
on proposals for the 1958 collectiVe agreement. They made more
thap ~ , qproposals.
,q
Twe geaeral statistics seemed unbelievable-especially to an
~mkri@n-hcause in our unions$ it is eonsidered "good" if an
aver1= .often per cent of the. membership as much as come to
memI&ibiP meetings. But when I later visited the plants and
questioned the plant committee mabers on the degree of participation, #$e oveiall statistics were fully confirmed. They gave me
detailed brqakdowns on the plant "active" showing usually from
20 to . 25 pc;r cent of the plant workers involved in some responsii .
bility, . c r : ; ; ,
,
&me may question whether all of the large number given a
responsibility ' &e truly active. The Soviet tra union leaders
are ,,qkk t to draw a distinction between those w carry out their
respnsibilities kell, ,q~fl,
those who don't. But,it ahould be noted
rM
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that it is not so easy to shirk a responsibility in the Soviet trade
union setup. There is a very active spirit generally and there is, i n
fact, competition for posts. Furthermore, almost every funaiaa no' i
matter how small, is closely related to life in the factory and corn- if
m~nity,and subject to the pressjres frbm all bides involving hum :L$$
*eds of matters. Then, they hive the cusmm of turning the gum
of criticism on shirkers-and that custom goes down to the team
unit.
I t need hardly be said here that this high level of participation
and activity-a living democracy-has provided the base for a
remarkable type of leader-a type yau meet everywhere at the'
enterprise level. Ta qualify for the post of plant committee
chairnian or other office, or leadership in 'the faaory Corimunist
Party unit, a person must 'be very alert and energetic He must
be resourceful, well versed in the aany problems facing the
workers, in the techniques' of production, and in the numerous'
social problems afEecting the workers' families in the entire cornmunity-cultural, sport, housing, school and others. They seem
to have hamaered out thousands upon thousands of such expats
live wires in work clothes, because you meet them everywhere.
Such a high level of worker activity cannot be expected under capitalist conditions. But it seen~~
to me that a-study of the
Soviet ways .to attract workers to a&ivity XOUM help 'Ameridans
achieve at least an improveIient in that riesp&t., I Wall thatpod
one oeciLFion at a press conferen& with Meany in 1957, 'he c u b '
plained to newsmen of the very low attendance at U.S. mion
membership meitings. He conceded'. thai such' indiffer&
to'
union :&airs gives the corrupt- riicketeer elai&nts a free hand
to take ovbr unlons.
1
Meany blamed television, night ball games and such attractions.
But he steered clear of the well-knob fact that our predoahinantly
conseravtive union leaders dislike the pressures of an active ineinbership and~arehappy if they stay away from meetings. In any
case, Aierican unionists should be the last in the world to shout
,
,
that Soviet untiow are "not rqil."
Another measure of the democracy in the USSR -was the report
by Nikita Urushchev to the 21st Congress that .the draft for the
seven-year plan *was discussed prior to that congress at 068,000
b
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m m w , attended by 70,000,000 persons of whom 4,672.000 took
the OW for criticism or suggestions. At the factories and farms I .
visited, I learned that,,such degree of participation in the discussion did, indeed, take place. And those discussions were not of a
general nature, because each region and each factory had already
p'epared a plan concretized for their respective area.

Economy at New High
In his article, George Meany charges that the Soviet economy
is in a critical condition such as "had more serious implications . . . than the recent recession in our country had for American
economic development." For that reason the Soviet Union "was
forced to abandon the sixth five-year plan." Tben, to "hide this
abandonment and retreat, the Kremlin's new so-called seven-year
plan now speaks only of 'control figures fur the development of the
, national economy for '959-65.'
What is more, says Meany, the
Soviet economy has been "slowing down" in its growth. Meany
further challenges the fact, well known and conceded in' the
-Western World, that the pace of Soviet economic growth has been
the most rapid in history. He says czarist Russia in the eighties
and nineties had a pace of growth equal to the USSR's.
Meany it is apparent is in quite a difficulty. He is an ardent
upholder of the capitalist system and its chief labor spokesman.
For many years he and his associates in the leadership of & Am.
and CIO have damned socialism and called the Soviet Union a
"slave" society. But it is difEcult to make such a'ttacks in face ob
the truth on Soviet progress breaking out to the world. Much of
this truth has been brought to the American publk by prominent
persons not friendly to the USSR, like Mrs. Roosevelt, Adlai
Stevenson and others with high reputations in trade union ranks.
On the other hand, the capitalism these labor leaders praise so
highly has experienced three economic crises within a decade. The
latest crisis left five million unemployed, the majority of whom
remained workless even when recovery was supposed to be in
bloom.
What are the facts? The average growth of the USSR economy
in each of the years 1956, 1957 and 1958-the first three of the
"
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,five-yea plan-was lo rercent. In agriculture the annual
growth was seven to eight percent. No capi~listcountry experie n d such.a high t.te of growth. The United States, experiendng
also a drof during that period, had an average yearly growth of
only about mo percent. A five-fold higher rate of growth than the
U.S, is no "crisis."
ELECTRIC
POWER
(BILLION

COAL
PRODUCTION
(MILLION TONS)

/

But suppose we refer to the AFL-CIO's own analyses, prepared
for the Joint Economic Committee of Congress and submitted to i t
by Walter Reuther, chairman of the AFLCIO Economic Policy
Committee on Feb. g, 1959-the very month when Meany's article
was published. That report is highly recommended in a foreword
by George Meany himself. It is AFLCIO Publication No. 87, titled
Policies for Economic Growth.
The report paints a dismal picture of the economic slump and
its serious effect on the living standards of working people and,
1 in effect, proves how capitalism retards econoGc growth. The
report then says:
WF%
"In recent weeks and months, we have been forced to recognize
'bat in certain areas of scientific achieuemert and the militay
potential flowing from it, the United States no lo. ger enjoys the
,
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m q t of machine and tractor stations to cu118ctive facms ta operate
themselves, proved equally successful
- and an added stimulus to
peopik's initiative.
Natural
in vast quantities wa$: disiovered in Uzbekistan
and other areas, wqing a big change in fuel resourdes and laying
Ihe base for a swift rise in the chemical and plastics industria
(
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The richest deposits of iron ore in the world were found in
the very heart of European Russia.
Trade with capitalist countries, although still far short of possibilities, swung upward substantially in recent years. The balance
m the world moved significantly in favor of maintenance of peace.
Most important of all, the fresh surge of popular initiative
and enthusiasm sweeping the USSR today-something most stdcing to a visitor-pro~des a reserve that even the planners could
not fully estimate.
T h e leuel of the sixth fiveyear plan was, therefore, short of the
full possibilities. Moreover, the Soviet Union was already looking
towards its longer-range plan and pers#wctivG for the next, higherp
stage of development--the first phase of communism.
This preparatory phase for entry into communism envisages
the following, as IChrushchev put it at the nist Congress:
. . . the Soviet Union will after fulfilling the (seven-year)
plan, surpass the United States for physical output in some key
items and draw near to America's present level of output in others.
By that time the output of major agricultural products, both
physical and per head of population, will exceed the present U.S.
level.
Rhrushhcev noted however, that the population of the USSR
will continue to be higher than America's by 15 to 20 percent.
"Hence if we reckon per head of population, it will probably
66

"

take .USmaher five years atter completing &e seven-ye& plan to
catch upJzgd surpass the United States ih industrial pyduct$lott."'
Hav can anyone call such a situation a "crisidV*fot the Soviet
Unim? gut Meanp does not stop with this. He -6bserves &at'.the
annual '-powth projected in the s&year
planis 8.6 perm$;
Mwc&mpareg that to a growth df 26 percent in 1948, 23% in'
1950, 16% in 1951, 11% in 1956 and 10%;in 1957, aqd sees a
stead8 decline, hence the ''crisis" in USSR economy.
-Ti&&
distortion comes lrom comparison to the years when the
USS@ .rrms mainly restoring war-shattered plants. In some as& plai& were down for want of just certain machines or because of
ohlf.pa;rtidl desmction. Revival in such situations was fast aqd
t&@'paoentage-wise
rise in >thatperiod was abnormally high. But
essentially the economy was being restored to.the pre-war IW
or. just passing that level. The more realistic rate of growth was
during the period since 1955 when it averaged 10% annually. It.
is therefore plain nonsense to say, as Meany does, that f'the rate of
growth in 1957 was 60 percent less than in the early postwar years."
But why does Meany limit himself to percentage calculatiorp
ih thh case? Why -doesn't he give the physical figures? These would
rebute bis "&clining gravrh" theory. What does one percent of,
the econpmy of the USSR mean today in comparison, say; )vith.
1939, ihe last year of the first five-year plan? Khrushchev answered
tb+
ope at the 41st Congress. He said in 1932 "a one percent increase.h industrial output amounted, in present day prices, to
ibouj,f30a,.@llionrubles, while in 1965, according to the plan, one
perdnt bill amount to upward - of 1g billion \qubles." . . .
- , Ot@t, c a l c u l ~ t i w
,of,Scnrietstatisticians shdw that in 1965 one
percent will be equal. to the volume of tlie entire economy of
-st
&.mia in i g q .or the economy of the Soviet Union in the
late twent;ies.just prior to the start of the first five-year plan. In
1958 the emnomy was 36 times the level of 1913. In 1965, according to plan*.it will rise to 65 times 1913.
But Meany is doomed to even greater disappointment. The
first half of 1959, now on the seven-year plan, showed a.rise d
12 per cent o y the
~ same falf in 1958. With that kind of
"crisis*" the soeet Union may overtake the U.S. sooner than is
called for in the indicated time table.
+
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uses some figures that .are$false on their face. In
Meagly
one of .the major fields,.where the. Sovi-et.,Union has already surpassed the United States-in coal-~eani dves U.S. production as
476,842,000 tons against gog,ooo,poo tans for the Soviet Union.
Even from capitalist sources, like the .New York Times, Meany
could have learned that the USSR's production in 1958 was 496
million tons-20 nJillion above the U.S.
This is not an accidental emor. In the USSR there are no
thousands of persuns
chronically depressed areas with hundreds
depending on surplus government food, such as are scattered
throughout the coal fields of the United States. In the USSR there
isn't one unemployed coal miner although mechanization is at a
fast pace, The coal miners of the Saviet Uniqn, working the year
round, are among the highest paid people in the country. Moreover, as I observed, in the city of Shakhty, the Soviet miners have
all the facilities of life and culture, and all the comforts of workers
in the metropolitan centers. Soviet miners were shocked when, as
I was looking over a fully-equipped hospital several blocks f r m
a mine entrance, I noted that in the U.S. many wives of miners
give birth with the aid of midwives because hospitals are many
miles away from .many of the mining towns. I also told them I
heard miners speak at mine union conventions of the loss of life
and limbs because of the m d a l o u s absence of hospitals in vast
stretches of the mine country. T h e Soviet miners were equally
appalled on hearing of our high accident and fatality rate in the
mines. In the USSR, with more coal came a better life for the
diggers; in the U.S., as is well known, with more coal came chronic
depression in the coal fields.
On USSR electric energy production, Meany gives lgo billion
kilowat hours. Production for 1958 was actually a33 billion
(which he could have also learned from the New York Times.)
In addition, Meany sees a "retreat" in the USSR's shift of emphasis to steam turbines for quicker results to meet the seven-year.
time table. He does not say that the USSR is also producing the
world's most powerful steam turbines. They are working on
400,000 kilavat steam turbines and plan, to go as high as 600,000
kilowatts. But from Meany's article, an uninformed reader may get
the idea that the USSR is a failure in hydroelectric power station

m,

that cannot be explained aw
ing in six years or even leu. They include:
Capital investment for the seven years to total two trillion in
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*ere 'then'p&ing
iweto meet the rise ih prices. '
EM, *;: -1
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T b dimvery ,that Evhg ~tmdardsin the US., oh.the Pirhole,
&&her than:in -&e'~~pvi;et.
udbn;iiki'tnew. 'We might $add
a&,also very much higher than :in Englan&':Frh.n&ahd- otha
hiids -where iddustrhl' dmeioprnkm on& topped the US.:
' l!Lhmshchiev noted, the USSR doesn't expect &'dome up .'to US:
&&$g standards for poscdibly s&Ve&,to 14 years - The Soviet work*
IEBQW(I it,
But.it-is-~falSeti9 make a ~mtkrn'atid
cornpatikon
&:pay e n v e l w without regard for a11 factors -that'enter in& iL
living standard, including the histbrical background and the W
an&pace of development.
Most striking to a visitor to the Soviet Union is t i c big picdntage of the average .family budget that is not r6f lected in the
.pay envelope, and that. portion keeps rising steadily. It is dmated those government-subsidized benefits and allowanceg w u n t
6 some 40 percent on -top&:what each.worker'avaagesin money.
Khmshchev noted that the seven-year plan calls for tan increak
of the social insurance fan& and consa~aionof bas housings
ntmeries, hospitals, . sdboob and (other sueh weIfark &eds tb'@la&
amci.unt of 4,600 more rubles annually per worker:That'a just one
the &rms in whhh the worker gets an ,haeare in his C v i q
standard. The others & the uninterrupted ;aixnu;ul increases ie
de&e in .*
pllim..
wages and
- + h i I n l l h e wbea
r i ~ we judge a .py
ewetope we have in mind
loat o
f it must be covered everphing one expects to *get-and
prim ,ia;re subject .. 'ts: ~ h a t:.production
.
- and sale for proiit 'can
squ&&e.but 06 the tcimmmef. - But in,.the*USSR there is much the
& I ~ : + Q withont pdy -or for mera1Ituken paymen't. Ler's egg.
ane
we,of ite&i '
Rent, cri. khrushckm-:noted.in;his; report, rum about 45% %of
a farnilys
' income, including utilities and services. My inquiries
at the faCW~-cdnfirqwd
f&h.estiinate. 'Occupantsof siwe~alhomes'
showed me their monthly statements, itemizing their cost for gas,
ligi, botj -m-fuel,
i - drvii;es :and.:
wnt. OEtens )the Jast : item was
lwlthan the ta%dof.&k @k4mte
337 bxhparkddi .with;'bar;staixhrds
af.23 im
pdn'tg:of7wag= :for.just E Q U S
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Soviet people don't really pay rent-but just for maintenma
repair and utilities. The initial cost of constructing the .homes is

borne by the government. This presumption is further supported
by the fact that when, as happens to more than 23,ow Soviet
citizens on an average daily, a worker transfers to a new apartment, he pays the same rent per square meter he paid in the old
place. He may pay a little more-and is most happy to do itbecause he gets more square1meters. A Soviet family,.4theieE~r6;
may have quite a long wait until the keys are cibtained for a new
apartment-an apartment that would rent in New York for from
$go to $120 monthly-but the rent would continue to be - i s .low
as it was, usually 1 . ~ 2rubles per square meter.
Medical care, hos@talixation, surgery, etc., is absolutely without charge in the Soviet Union. Only the cost of medicine is borne
-by the patient, and at times tifat, too, is given at the dinic.
'Sick benefit runs loo percent of wages if the illness is due to the
occupation. If it is due to other causes, the range is go percent of
salary for workers ie years or more on the job, graduating downward to a minimum of fifty percent of salary for those three years
or less on the jab.
The blir8h of a baby costs absolutely nothing, nor i s there -n
charge for care of the \mother before and after, birth. And as
American health authorities have often observed, Soviet maternity
service and medical service in general, especially their emphasis
on prevention of illness, is on a high level. T h e number of doctors per ten thousand persons was 1 7 in ~957.It was 12.1 per ten
thousand in the U.S. in 1955.
Nor does a working woman lose fmy while giving birth. -The
law fmovides 112 calendar days off before and after birth, with
full pay; longer if twins are born or if the birth was difficult. She
retaim her credits on the job even if she chooses to3:stayodt a
whole year. Also, the social insurance fund provides $or a gift to
every mother at birth-a layette presented by the union.
On returrw'ng to work, the niother .can place her baby in 'the
f ~ t o r ynursey and get a total of an hour off d a i l y with. @y, t,o
breast-feed the child. She can continue the child in the nuwery 80
age three, with the small charge only far the:<~stof food. After
.thriii?j.she can iiawfer the Child*to <thefactorg or neigh6orhood
I
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nurseries.. The L i c h d w ' auto plaht- in M8sc9tv9. for' exhple,
sent in.-.
1&58 q;m.childrin to Pitmer camps and another g.6013
in the beiow-seven group to'other camp' at .the cost of 90 ruble8
month .fora50 percent; *freefor ten percent; 186 'rubZm (for' the
higher-paid) fbr q fmcrnY. 'In the 'past;.five y e 4 the I 2th 'C&A
gress Gas told, 14 million children were s s k t to.,such summer or
.;;
,
. .winter camps from factdek . , .. .
AN education,inolrsdtng higher hducatibn is free in the Soviet
Union. Makeover, the.student in college :3.$aidya ,$tipend out.of
soda1 iburance funds, starting with goo r u b l e s m ~ n t h land
~ running to as high as $& rubles,' depending on the course and university and acidehie record.
~&ions' in the Sbuiet Union come much closer to a uorkMs8
average earnings, around 7 0 % ~than benefitb in the United States.
P e n s i o ~start at "mo% of earnings for & O S ~ with lawest wages
(350 rubles) and-graduate-downward in per&fitage but 'upwatdoi@
money, to 50 percent of average ,earnings of 1,000 rubles monthly
of more. Thus hb ;one gets below 50% ' 6f emings. In,addid&
there is another ten percent for the workers who -have had. a
continuous 15-year record of work, plus another*ten percent fbr
one dependent, htj *per&ntfor two dependents. A man can:@ on
pension at 60, a woman at 55. Workers in underground ;work can
go on pension at 50; women in those fidds, (of whom there were
some duliing the m) at 45, Wpmen who gave birth to five or
more children anii b h g h t them up to age five, are entitled to go
on pension at 50. Pensions of loo percent are paid for disability
due to occupational reasons. And the S~ie?~.arrorker
doesn't pay a
kopek for social security, while in the U.S. the weekly tax deducted
for that purpose is 2.5 percent of wages.
Taxes on income riin considerably lower in the Soviet Union
than in the United States. Nothing is paid up to ,370 rubles of
monthly pay; f r q .about 5% for 500 rubles, taxes graduate u p
ward to around eight percent of 1,000 rubles monthly. Not:until
earnings come to *r,6oo rubles do they reach ten percehx. This
below 10% range &itp the overwhelming majority of b people.
But in several yk
#aces Me to be abolished ultogethe~,the nis<
'
Congress ww told;
Transportation m t s are a very small factor in a family's
'
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'There are oher ractots. Millions of Soviet workers eat their
main meals at the factory reitauvants a t n 6ery low cost. The.re+
t a h t s i r e designed to relime people of much if not all home
c o d ~ g Thep
.
b e on the highes't standaid in the country, serving
full course dinners or suppers. At the RoWv agricultural machinery p b t .thereare r6 such fullscale resawants and an even larger
number of,c a n t ~ : T & e plant operates a giant farm just to pr*
vide meat, vegemblcv and dqhy prsdu- fol; the,plant restaurants.,
Soviet plans <callfor a still.further extensi~nand, improvement of
such.public feeding.. Aqother arpea ob this plan is expansion of
prepared and partwoked me,& to relieve,the housewife o f work.
Still another
both to mwt n&
and the traditiod
lovet of @eem aimong the Soviet people,,;is the widespread trend
of @en plots. Factories acquire land and distribute it free
among their workers to cultivate 4 put to h i t s or vegetables.
The. workers are aided with seeds and' saplings. ' o ~ o see
u these
plots on the outskirts of towns everywhere, each with a'cottage to
store equipment or supplies. I even saw hot-houses operated on
factory grounds as at a piano factory in Rostov, to provide vege
tables far lthe plant restaurant tables 'in winter.
~ k t h o s important
t
of all the factors that enter into the budget
is tht 'security and tfconotlzic peace of mind enjoyed by the Soriiet
worker. T o one coming from a nland that experienced three crises
in a decade and *any wisonal layoffs 'in b m e e n for millions of
workers, this is impressive. In the Soviet Union m y family has a
toplan because it can \plan. The minimum &come for the
coane is fully known and.secure. Thme is nu economic fear as far
as iickness or disability is concerned. T h e is no need to worry or
save to provide a higher education fof child&. Then there is that
feeling of confidencegin the future-s&kfhing you don't see among
people: in-'capitdist lands-that comes 'ko& -long experience; the
kn&&dge athat every year brings progres in the 'form of higher
wages,' lotier ~iric%,opPorturiitieb!toVbiyt h i h g s that weren't available the year M&. The Sbvikt citizehcl'are saving, hdever, at a
phenomenal rate: In 1958 savings accounts totaled 87 .biilion, each
account' averaging zyboorubles-about two months piy.
~t each plant I visited the?:tdld!'+
b@~*ir~:a+ert+$~
if#
tiainings.
~ h'a+&&
&+$.,\?$
of th&seiplants ii a ht gtm ' h bles mibtrthly- a little
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fat& it is to rA'djlanittzllyb t ~ p a d.~ocialidt;
&
country'~:4pa~
imkbk
aguinrt that of a ca&itali% c&htv; or to take's ampling of p*Cef!
.
,
on some rtme items in the ~oviGtUnion us a basis for icomp"isd+a,
b1

us the U.S. Labui DeFrtment and the A,FL-CIO ltaders have hem ;:
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that in, the
Imaon- i
lighters" or holders of, a second or even third job, of wG&* ;the ;i
Wbor Department s+ys there were 4d000,000.in,the U.S. before .the
Last .crisis hiti There i s very little overtime work*.&d there k no :
" a m e r work" tradition for students nor aft@-school job. Nor ;
ha.qe.I seen kids s e a m nemawrs on the stnets. or attvthine:of 4
68
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,, Average,real w
ages,. mQney, according.to Suviet data, more .
thaa, doubled in 1958 over 1940. {Figures.on national inand
r e d l .@m fully confirm that estimate.
even-year plan c n a g e s . a rise in living standqrds b y i d
average,of .40 perqnt; !Qf this, a676 will be in wage rqbes,,the rest
through!bi*
allowanws for.social insurance pwpgpys, This is tci
be accorpplishe$ along with a cut.in hours, withm
q w f e r to khq
sevenho~&y to be completed in.1951) is:all h e ~ :iadust@s;
y
:by
iigso in ailight indqpiq* By i#a. the .transfa,,to the mh~a-,
,
week is to :h,completed.,Starting ip 1964,
gr0uIrd OW.^ $6 jwmr+.,*l shift t p
gtber workas ,to tbe 55-hauc yaek
:I

-

t#g$#j

they Bnd &ad7 goae over partly or fullv;to:mven hours, six (hours
Saty*yI
31 hours weekly. Khruah&ev, ,,a£&& detailing the per-'
~ m ~ tUPing
i ~~ta.rzdaTdS, a
s
a
i
d
: :
?Ldt the &tia Of our plan m e a sin@ wpitolist country -that
inten* ta'kxpand -@fmlarconrwnptim 04 so large a scale as taw
country! Let them name a , bourgeois state cmtempbting a r e d w .
tion of the working day, with the same m even higher waged'! :ti;: 3
433& ih indeed, a W I y challenge because nowhere a :the
need Qf rm shorter workday as keenly felt as in the US.'Those who
boaet so much of high Am&wage rates evade the fact. that
our "averagep'living standard is based only on-those who worL
steadily.: Not taken .into account are the unemploped millions and
the steadily rising heap of human beings -sorapped by thei capitplistsystem and made "unemployable." Those boasters +whosee a d y ,
dd&m -w. rubles, leave a n W y out of aapund the fact that .some
f w r , d l i o n s tqlen3.playd is now C6n~rmal'*
even in the midst d:
recoyeny. -And thqr omitrthe fact that on an average of every: four y e m there i's a "queezeout"-still more unemployment4mingwhich many who felt r e a m ruffer severe privations, eat up&& savings, penhap lose their homes - or cars and possibly wind)
up on home relief. Is this an exaggeration?Let's look at the f a ~ a
,

a

I
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The Cannibalizing Process
The Congressional Record of March 13 contains the text of a
eech by Rep. Henry S. Reuss of Wisconsin, along with the textJ
on a survey by the research center of the University of
Michign on the ''impact of the 1957-58 recession." The report
found that four in ten families in the United States felt the impact of the 1957-58 economic crisis in one or another form-loss of
employment during the 12 months." The report further said "the
report noted, "thirteen million different persons experienced unemployment during the 12 months." The report further said "the
average duration of unemployment was 18 weeks for individuals
who experienced unemployment." More than 2,000,000 were out
so long they exhausted their unemployment insurance checks.
Then there are those who line up each month for gover
t
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"Only one conclwim is suppo~tubleon the face of M e mCVidG11ce
--our mode of indust~ialadvance is dannibqliziqg ozcr own people.
Twhnical progress, without attmtion to its by-pfoducts and effecb
on human beings ik building a massive complex if
idustrialdill
a 9ilG'of human bones. . a d OpZrdtiq on the tma of
.. .
~kdMm~." ,
,. I*
jmt have.r a p i t z d i s r n e : m & elbquatly described by a .con?
whb' is l&mwwl$ zstrong,upholdep d.the system. Slack.
admihil tththitt' p i c ~ 6 d'-asww
:
against tbi evil are in&ec~vei )
that 1&ga &mge me&& rare ibekdd. But he proposes o&ly mme:
,
limited ~~~&
of aelid. And .hi?warn:
. aTh&4ad&me3tb&~
#wt b h r E m d unthinkable: Gmdemd :a.
grmctitig n & d e r of Ama'Cmrs b o a stamation d& icrirhout h o p ?
fm he fut&g+ tor tell them. ~o tefwmt themselves d .be S C E E ~ ~ ~
a a w s the e@tiatnt, r d k i ~ gw&k+ as best t h 9 'carp, htroy&g.
hump ties an&.$amily loyattim This ~:iwould,
isdeed, mark o low in
the-+el*&
bf the jPmericun heritage, and ~eorwtitutcn damt r h
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age to national morab far more serious than could be created by an
enemy with, a bomb."
Or take the witnesses who on March, 1959, appeared before
the Senate sub-committee hearings bn conditions in the & k y
chronically depressed areas. T o cite just one example, there is the
testimony of Mrs. T. R Fulton, sdcial worker of -Morgantown,,
West Virginia; a coal area:
"I have been' in these homes, and these ape things I see: people
living in houses without heat, houses without roofs, homes without
utilities: I see children going to school without shoes, without
warm clothing. I see houses and homes where children h e nothing
to eat except surpltcs commodities and the canned food which
their parents put up in the summer that they got from the fields
and bwhes. . . This is as bad tw I saw in 1932-34 in Baltimore6
This is the first time I have seen 'children, actually without shoes:
in the snow. It is worse."
Illness among these surplus food families remains unattended
for want of money for doctors or hospitalization and needed
surgery. And she pictured the bieakup of families as men go off to
other areas in search of work.
"I see young people leaving school because they are embarassed
at how they look and what happens to them? I see them wanting
to find work and not being able to find 't I see them trying to get
into the Army. hey can't pass the physical 'test."
Is. the above condition limited to just the unfortunately hit
coal or textile areas? The latest survey on the distr3bution of incomes in the Unied States, conducted by the Federal Reserve
Board jointly with the Research Center of the University of
Michigan, shows that almost 12 million of America's spending
units (21% of the total) receive less than $2,000 income annually.
Two thousand dollars is considered the poverty 'line below whiah
a family cannot go long without damage to health. Nevertheless
4,550,000 families of the 12 million, live on less than $1,000 a
year. But even more shocking is the fact that this suwey WQS taken
in 1957, before the latest economic crisis got under way.
The survey found -the median income-at the 50% line of the
country's spending units-was $4,350 a year in 1957. The Heller
budget for 1958 compiled by the Heller Committee of the Uni-'

.

'

~ ~ i off Califorriia,
y
called.for. $6,087, or $1-17 wee-,
for
budget. The actual average 1958 earnings in nbanufact&ag :
@Bxbg to the Labor:~Depadtnient~
was $83.7 1.
: . Meany objekted to.Trud's reference to the Heller budget
ndt the proper measure because .it provides a."rather good star
ard.ob living." Why ahoulddt the m e a s k *be a "good smnda
of living?" T h e Heller budget is not very extravagant, dlowi
4 y $62.50 rnondily ~8orren'tmr
Many of the AFZCIO unions I
Heller ,bud,p as: a base for their arguments for wage :
'

'

"

43Eed.

-

# w~'3i"~2,;:p
:.f :M
;,.
.
But suppose we .tak~'&6~ m e s ? & a ~budget-the "minimu1
inldqine necesbq for a "modest" standard-in a city compiled'
the United states. Department of Labor. That budget, brought4
t(, 1958, called for an average .of $go'a week for a family af fa
in .a city, or $4,650 annua1fy:Ih its " ~ a &for Bargaining" bullet
ofJune, 1958, the AFL-CIO refemid to this budget as the absol~
rhinim~m.That bulletin also carried a breakdown of' that bxtq
i t h e d by the Community Council of Greater New York
tibe
of 1957, wheh 'i>ri&s were -about three percent lower th
at this writing. Since then new taxes .were also added. The budg

~ e & e ition,
l
reading, phone, hostage, cigarettes . . . . . . . .-2. .
5
Life .insurance . . . : . . . . . .
Union. ;dues . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Misc~lIt&ieous . : . . . . . . . :
Taxes
..:...........
. This ik' dearly a very modest' budget. ~ u how
t many families
h e United States can come up to the $4,650 it calls for? We h:
seen that 56 percent of America's spending units (families)
xi1
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kvep in+956, y&n p ~ . ~ - s k i ~to"be
, e hin, the midst-*&.a:
record ";rFr&perity,ythere were in the United ~ t a t e s ~ ~ ,
women . y d &ildren 'onpub&@qistaqce.. Of that total, fig,wkrei un?Ney York
rdbt q p s e *?
yd1 be found $:&e
study .prep*ed. for .the Ney Ywk.t S , q .Inq~depmtmental.,
C&-a
.
.
mi'itee on Low Incomes for ,,he period ~mii&-~ebruary,,
;1%ti,7*.
The study by the government,C O U C ~ ~it@
~ C ?ppedsely
~ ~
wY& ,tbe
p r ~ ~ b tliis
~ ' steadily
, r ~ f growing ''pi!$ oi',
h u y bones" even in
pqi* qf ccbmm**
hat 4 taxing the.bdgets
. . qf mukicipdiGes' very,
heavily*
.
.
'. .
~ h kstudy $ves figures on . aid to 'dependent children,,the
largest group ' on ik~ef-then P,egT,ooo n a t i o ~ d eopxm
,
in New
York S@te.-This figure includes adults,.tpo-widows,., deserted or
unmaqz$ed rnqt&~s, foster parents. But. the
: majority are.
children. The - ,1957-58 crisis pushed .the rolls pp substantid3-y:
higheq
I
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Wbat does this situation mean for one city-New Y d , the
largest and richest of them. .all-the hame of Wall Street?
Nap. York City's public assistance rolls numbered 318,871 in
the ''boom" monbh, December, 1956. They ruse to 345,358 in
J ~ W X X I L ~ , 1957 as the &is
was
beghniqg n, take effect.
>X?hemajority of those who fed the main PPeig't of this misery,
an the Negro and hrerto.R b m people. Of she .1,600,000 Negro
a ~ Suerto
d
Rican residents of New York, 1.4percent were on ~elief,
Erntjr-three percent of tbe nearly ooo,ooo on aid to dependentf
&Wren are Nego and Puertto Rican, reported Welfare Commissioner Henry McCarthy. Seventy percent of all. those on.assistance
are Negro and Puerto Riwns. This gives a measure af the disahination even in so strong a union center like Nav'YurL
- ~ e w
York is far from the worst in mounting relief rolls. .Me.
&thy noted that while in New York City, aid to dependent &i1dren rolls showed in Olct~ber~
1958, a rise of 1+5% over the year
before, in the country as a whole the rise was 14.8%; with increases of 23.7% for California, 22% for Connecticut, 24.8% for
Illinois, 17.9% for M i c h i p , and sd.~%for New Jersey. Similarly
he reported on the home relief rolls section of the assistance caseload. While in New York it rose 24 percent during t.he year, in
Erie County (Buffalo) it rose gg%, with 24% for Cleveland, 117%
for Detroit, 37% for Pittsburgh, 20% for Philadelphia and 50% for
Milwaukee.
It must be borne in mind that only those who qualify under the
relief'rules of each area and prove they are in poverty and have
exhAu6ted all their personal means (induding unemployment insurarice) are elwble for relief rolls. Large numbers, unable to
meet ' h e requirements (midence status, etc.) or unwilling to go
on public rolls, go to the numerous private or religious charity,
, organizations. Some simply,
don't know what to do and suffer quietly
without aid from any source.

Who Bi.eaks Up the Home? .
The most tragic consequence of the "cannibalizing" process so
well described by Rep. Stack of West Virginia, is 'the tremendous
toll 'it takes in broken homes and its effect on the millions of
children. New York City Welfare Commissioner McCarthy dis-

closed that early in 1959 there were in New York City 41,om
children in i4,&0 families with .two or mote children he classes
as "born out of wedlock." Every year, he reports, adds 13,000 more
such children to the -rolls. These are really ,children deserted by
unemployed fathers and often by mothers as well. "Most of
these 'out-of-wedlock' children are either Negrb gr Puerto Rican,"
reported Macarthy. "There are practically no adoptive or fostei
homes for them. . . . At the present time, we have 1,500 children'
waiting long-term placement for which we have no foster care
facilities."*
Theynpe of the situation is even more vividly described in the
1958 report of Family Location S e ~ c e Inc.,
,
with general offices
in New Yark, by its president, Walter H. Leibman. Here is a
section of it:
"How does our seruice to 1,761 families begin to compare with
the ioo,ooo desertions which take place e u q , year, with o v t ~
6,000,mo mothers and children in the United States today who are
not being adequately supported by absent fathers? Why is it that
our agency remains the only legal-social work organization specializing in the problem of family desertion? Why do not the fed&l
and state government agencies do more to meet the challenge' inherent in the expenditure bf $~m,ooo,oooper year in Aid to DePendent Children to families of estranged fathers? What shall be
done euen here in New Ymk City where there are 400,000 folh
involvd in deserted families, many ~f them not yet receiving public
assistance but dangerously
to it, all of them aflected emotionally if not economic6llyY
"Communism breaks up the home!" How often this assertion
has been heard for a cent* from capitalist propagandists and in
the sermons of pious people!
In the Soviet Union they really had serious problems of family
life dislocation as a result qf the war's death and devastation. But
their success in meeting that situation ranks with the USSR's
greatest achievements. There is no such thing in the USSR as a
Here it should & exphhed thrt a IF percentage 'of the muri
among hap R i m

the m p n t -ps
m r e ~ i f a r ecommon i.n. ~ h e E t i o a r .t ~ o a n ~orfl th
and h a s
E@scopal Chwch in lo pmphla on the problem obaasa tbn among low-1nmmcd P U ~ D D
&cans "it is estimated that h m onefour& to one-third of the ions arc common law marriages, md &US d y d h d d " But on relief records. the child*
ate c l d "cmtd-

wedlock."

q k qpf ,*grace *on"unwanted" children or that &Wdqen

'I*:$
ho?f: because of thek aatimality or some othei.htm.
Se;,,V$SR a parent annot p i b l y desert childsen or wade
s p p w y for them.
$,.tTk,
law provides fox a deduction of fourth of the desg
w ~ n t ' swages for syPpok of children up to age
A run
cannot long ,evade such responsibility and dduction,.
.wherever he works, a government ] establishment
jhi:qp ,and he must prpjent bie,previous work ,qword. Such guanp
a1;6 applies to divmws. A mother without husband has
aJrnatives. She.can glace .her baby in the factory or neigh
9-v to age' three*kindergarten to age 7, either at very
& free of Charge and can even have the-childsdeep. in, to
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home weekends.
. SchooI-age children can be placed in the very successful "
. &its., (boarding) schools, free or virtually free to mothers
hu~cbands,.where t$e children live and stqdy until workor
education, under the best possible. care. Those schools are
r-4tly beiqg broadened to - accommodate g,~~,op.pcm
limited to children witbut one or bod parents). . .
-' .:
T Soviet government, as is wid&lYr&ognized, provides
most -5berp.l allowances for the .care of .childre&There can be
siipatian possib1e in &he USSR today where deserted children
*.Efiput care air mothers are left e c 0 n d c a l 1 ~helpless. This
pqoyi&ed.as a basic right, not as "relief' or "chaxity." There
xip:&*ty
organizations in the?USSR because the very idea
k e should ask: for charity is repugnant do the socialist con
M4ig
rejected. . .
.,,j
, Tbe
-,
gPvernmehtss gigantic soua1 iqwance fun(& mostly
at the factory and community lev
~Q
&rough
S XunionsI
I@*,,+
15. billion ,rubles- pent in 1958, .covers every conceiva
social , ~ l f a f ep~@blem.
m a t is why I have not seen a beggar, an
.&$et stkets nor ,any stray street children. When I was.in the
USSR(-ijn
,,~-gl)o,.beggars or, children without homes or care yv
-in videnee everywh&.
t:t i. Most)b p r * m t rof' all, of course¶ is that etmnoimic crises
~#&pnploym.ppt,the main &uses for the break? af famiiie~
dkrtiom, has 'been eliminated in the USSR. The s&nd,
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factor is that in a socialist society the care of l&ildren i s not:just
a private matter and is not weighed against profits. No capitalist
countrg ,can conceivably appropriate such vast fun& for care of
children, for sending millions of them to summer camps, and h r
after-schooI activities, as .in a socialist countryS Thirdly, the; law
of the ,USSR is strongly and unequivocally, framed in favor of the
child and p m q o n of iti rights, no &tter . what,the
status of the
. .
parents.
.
I
m g trade union movement bf America, qnforttunately,, has ,not
yet displayed mu& interest in the mounting hill of ~JIUI~~ wra$age in the country's cities. That, abarently, accountsl for Meany's
disregard for family breakups involving G,ooo,aoo personsin ,his
boast on the American living standard. Meany dde$, howevv,
touch on some related questions-child labor, the status of y o e
and the new school reforms they are introducing in the USSR. ,
- I .

I ,

I

Education and ChiId Labor: the USSR and Here
Seeing tbe USSR as suffering from a "shortage" of industrial

manpower-a condition many American workers wouldn't mindMeany writes that "Khrushchev had the Rremlin adopt a sweep
ing policy of ordering the youth into the factories and distant
farmlands." This, he goes on, is "in effect revaion to child labor
in the USSR." To "prove" his charge Meany refers to the theses
of the Young Comunist League (Komsqmo1) on its 40th anniversary in 1958 which he finds calls on the members to construct
"large industrial plants, power stations, .coal pits and ore mines in
the East, i n Siberia, in the North of the country and in the Donets
Basi]~ ." This, Meany writes, is a plan to "use juveniles-boys
and @Is-£or work in the coal ~ Wand
I similar occupations." It is
1 "massive recourse to child labor'' and "Khrushchev means business in this massive child labor ~ v e ?
Meany, it appears, is about the only k n m persun who has
discovered "child labor" in the Soviet school reforms. For exainple,
he apparently thinks the Komsomol (YOU% Communist League)
is a children's organization. It is actually a youth orgapbation of
18 million members, their ages, ranging ofrom15 to $6. The children's organization of the USSR (lo to 14) are the Young Pion-'
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;mernem&

3 && . ~ ~ h &ceitai&lf
d ~ l 'do

fiel
f.&-g
dines, steel &ilk, i i agricultufi. ~ h e f.a& 'the.
$fp~hnicbuilders of socialism. But by what stre
t@*Wd
labor found in. the ~b&bmol's .&eia?
%iS$u$
in
mines? Oi-"&iihri;p in factmi&? - ' . '
3L* ' lkhat are 'the £pets? 1 discussed the ydw&
&t;fiyq-I .visit& ' Ewiq+v6&i they embfi&&~
the youth are most strictly respected. The fac
ik$ia<'the
Komsojbaol in the plant ;check oh'
-fgbG,'a& s* " w ~ fo$
k
b&lb+
$&dd~n.'~
Also th6re is a prpision that in
odly wid the, cbxkkmt '6f the unibn factory
@at
15 to be a'dMttkd to a factory as s'tudents of trades or in so
s&cial'field. Butj continhes that law, such dhdent yoliths as a
admitted betuietn the agc of 15 and 16, are limited to o.yduriho
dsy. For youth between 16 and 18, the working day is limited t
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persons'
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six h k r s .

i$:ii whole' series of other prdvls
$8 'who go td school at night
&&ths
(for ciplhas) .to pre
Ei$Lt#f PC&~&
bvert.i&e**or'.
'nigjht
Ehd
povi'i%cs,fc@ .a fU1-d
were m
e (no
'
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tbem even ,incQal mines. The law ,now bws.women from such work,
and further steps in that direction are to be taken with improve-meat.in-the manpower situation.
flEuery enterprise I visited had special l ~ & o d sand wof:Uaps
for training of youth. Most of the earlier stage of apprenticeship
is devoted to instruction and some theory related to the work. The
leame? is under the individual careof a n expmknced warktw who
is e v q ~ l l o w dextra pay for loss of timea-uJpiecework eamings
because of1the-attention he gives.to the youth. Moreover; in the
USSR mechanics do sot fear to a i i n youths because they hme
,

I

,
I

I .
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no fear of unemployment. Apprenticeship there is not deliberately
.
stretched far a period longer than is actually necessary.
Nor is there sweat shop homework in the USSR which is so
widespread in capitalist counaies and in which childken are engagd Also, in the USSR vzcations *arereal for school. children
There is no rush for summer or after-school work certifi~ates.~
Child labor is certainly a most serious prob1em-here, in the
U.S.A. First let's look at the law. The Labor Department's Anieri- ,
can Workers Fact Book reports baastfully that much prc&ess has
been made in cambatting child .labor because already 2 0 states
and - Puerto Rico set the 16-year age minimum for employment.
Texas sets 35 years. But all remaining states still hold to the
,
14-year minimum. A180 ofEered as a sign of progress is that "most
states have a limitationpofeight hours a day or 48 hours a week --'.
,
for minors.under 16." Another boast is the trend toward adoption
of sta%elaws prohibiting night -work "at least for minors under 16,"
and a maximum of 40 hours a week for them.
The major.weapon for enforcement of even the limited child
labor protection we have is the Federd laws barring employment
under 16 on gbvernment contracts. But it is precisely in fields
o u ~ i d efederal jurisdiction where sweated child labor, legalized
by state laws, is' most in evidence. The Labor Department's fact
book concede this. It states: "For instance, most states el~enpt
domestic smice fram cwerage under the child labor law, and
farm la borers have but little coverage.'' Investigation in 1955
found 59 .per cent of the farms inspected and nine percent of
the induotrial h,
violating child labor laws.
What ,does th(! Labor Department's latest survey made public
,

+

in ' ~ a p ,1959,
. . show8 The 8,599 .r'l&-fmn .e&blb&ikints infietigated jllegally qaployed 5,867 &il&n, . nide ,perceht::b£ &kin
under 14, qq . percent undm 1 6 . . d h e n , ~ farms
o
invWgaeed
mfildyed 5,477 Mdren - illqp11y~ !Ofdthat nmber 3,946 .U-4~Iow
14, who should be i h ls&ml; were working.' rn tlx?
Wter,!therewere I 18 aged six and--Ire than-1,060 belod tehi'Th6
e i m r f ~ ~oft ythese
children *dEhpol~*ed Negro fW1ie.
z !i i&) me i r e that even ther1a1h aa '&3d kbm, Ear 'inferior though
be to those- of the b f i t ~ ~ ~ n b ;a&
i t $p t ~ 1 f vl018td
.
hundreds of thousands Bf?&1dreh ( d . n y - k1bw . !lli); iri'in such violati~nsar6,:jof ioo&se, not,!* mrtistidr;.But
& a t do the statistics give on 1'!legal" child labor? T h d CcBweau'~.monthly bulletin on..thb labm force for Jmuary, 1959,
for muw@c, gives the number then wmking between crgcs 44
t~ 17. ar 2.5 million-1.5 of ';them boys. Of that nuhbn;: almost'r
third, 'p46,ooo (qqi,ooo bqys; go5,000 girls) ere aged 14 to i5.
_ That :was a midwinter .month mdi does not reflkt z s t m m e iivork:
It is also a period when agricuItura1 work is a r a minimum:' Th&
Labor Department also says' 83% of enrolled school children aged
,
14 to 17, work after d o 0 1 and on weekends. '
The real point+ of cow&, is not that-.the childrpn are 'law
violators", or have a desire to work after school or leave
' ~ ist 'the condition of poverty in their families.and the
,of
disaimination. .Statistics tell us 9.5 million'children of h e r i a
come ffom families with a .cash income below $40 wetkly;' 'a
Eourth irf that number from families with only?$19 weekly cash
:
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Meany, of 8 ~ m emust
, \knowthe ,facts of this dtu&tion. Many
-10
d o n 6 complaih,fres,ue'ntly to pvemmenr agencies 'of
the (1kga.l e ~ p l o p e a to,f children. But instead of getting excited wer child labor .where it redly is, he-trains lib fire upon
the Soviet Union where: the laws and'practices affeCtinglkhe right.,
of children and youth & the most advanced in theLworld. a d
are saictly.*~ b h d . '
>
.t
I
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Meany alleges tliat k& scihdmi. reforms to be ~ p t F f n teffect
o
m
the Soviet 'Un.io&,.starting with the 'ig5g-60 term; {is*ac&hede' jfor

"child labor." He quotes from a speech of Khrushchev calling
for initructions tb the planning commission "'to draw up a long
term plan for employment of adolescents who will leave the eight
year school."
T o check on some of his charges with those in the best ,psition to give the facts, I requested and obtained an interview with
Lydia G. Chuprakova, president of the Union of Workers in Schools
and Universities of the USSR, which includes the teachers. Here
I summarize, only briefly, our long discussion. In the first place,
it should be underscored that it is not because there is anything
bad about the current school system that the r e f o m were- enacted. As in the case of the seven-year plan as a whole, the country is nearing the first phase of communism. The schools, too,
must expand their role to prepare a generation that will live
under communism and to provide a higher level of educationThe basic principle of the new plan is integration of schooling
and work so the student both learns to respect work and gains
some experience and a better appreciation of life when he sets
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for college. He can make such a college bid at any time, years
afterward, if' he changes his mind, and his chances for entrance
are in no way impaired. On the contrary, fweference is to be
given those with work experience. '
Directives to government planners to draw up plans for admission of youth to enterprises, is simply recognition of the fact that
if )the educa'tion system % to be integrated with the places of work,
pr~visionhas to be made in the workshops for learners, involving
much construction and teachers of a new type. That is why the
shift was scheduled to begin only in the autumn of 1959. And
all students now in lo-year school will finish their terms on the
basis of the old system. Thus, nbt until 1963 'will the reforms
be fully applied. .
The reforms came as a result of considerable experimentation
and trial, first with 500 schools, then with 3,000 schools-in all
cases with the consent of the parents. The reforms received the
unanimous endorsement of the &peopleafter months of the most
intense discussion involving the parent school associations; communities, unions and youth organizaitions. Experimentation will
continue on several forms of posteight-year education. One form
expected to be most commonly accepted is dontinuation of the
youth at evening sthool with the factory giving him one day off
weekly with pay tor studies. '-he student continues in factory and
evening-schml as. long as it takes to master an occupation, then
he can apply for collkge .or st* .at work. . Or he can apply for
callegk at s m k later stige.
!y
i !E
Another form . is,^ far the student to continue in day school
four days weekly and put in two days at the enterprise at full
pay. In three years he can complete school and is certified for a
try for college, if he chooses. ~ g g j ~
There are'several other su
vanations in view. For extratalented students in the arts or music, provision is made fbr uninterrupted completion of secondary school. But even in these
cask, ihcluding-higher education where the reforms are also to
be substantial, leverg;conceivable f o m for encouragifig respect
for work is to be developed. In capitalist countries youth is
taught that the highest ideal is to'get away from wcirk. In the
United States, i e v e n AFLOIO' leaders have 'often noted, edu$

I

'

cation i s strongly iduencea by those who bar even an elementary
study of trade unions. If students do get,anything on the labor
movement. in high school, it is often designed to breed anti&on hostility, as an AFLCIQ convention resolution in $957

nat!
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Regardless, however, of one's views on the education reforms
in>-theUSSR, it takes ,extraordi~arymental gymnastics to produce
a "massive child labor drive" out of them. And such nonsense
cdines with ill grace from a land in which most states d l ~ w
full-time work at age 14 on completion of elementary school,.
and where the cost of higher education is far beyond the reach of
most youths of lower-income families.

Youth ProblemsHere and There
'i
#

;1

'

A serioe youth problem is much closer to AFLCIO. head;
quarters than to .Moscow. Hand-in-hand with the rise i n 6rbkea
homes now involving 6,000,000 persbns, runs a disastrous ,e&f
ori the children, leading to mounting youth. delinquency and
crime bong young people; . The 1958 repart of the Fedad
Bweau of 'Investigation shows .another 8% rise in cr&
.in
mI; and among youths below 18 a rise of 6~5:%:over 1957~'And
in 1957 the n~m%er
;afmats of persons fbr all crimes fin 2,500
urban centers reached the' dizzy figure of s.796,gtjb-a steadr?&-~climbsin&- igp5 whexi the figxtre wb.s 1,565.54a. Of the
iQ& ?total, r 2.8 % oi. rhore than g50,ooo Were youths below 18:
inaludiag. @,go j, or 3gs, below the age of 15.
.
.
.., .
T h e Senate Kefauva Ctmmittee that has been .stdying the
you&- delinquency question: fur several years, noted in its .kpcwrt
that die FBI's 'figup:&.cover only urban centers with.more thao
, ~g,&o .~:euIatio&Plaojeaea #& the 'country m,a whole, : che
. ~ t u d - ~ h u k b of
e r :&me mts is #more than :that giy;m,
by the FBI -The-printed Kefauver Cornlnittq be~ngs.,
p-n:
a- hairm&ing picture :af 'the degeneration ,and,$mid chaos.ca*
talism! br&gyamong the
One s e e s . a£h e ~ n g .s@ a m . W, - lb56) compiled . in a 'twbhuridrtd page b
~ lw&m
k ~ ::tb
-
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"treatment and rehabilitasion of .jovenile drug .am.?:
sent9 .a most horrifying picture of tbowands *ofUm,.
md
youth iri many 'cities the- victims of narcotic pedd-.
ofeh.:at
schoal gates; of the resort to aime by youthfull drug addicts to
obtain .the price of narcotics.
.
.
.'The committee's report summarizing its hdings and re~olm,~;
mendations released ineMarch, 1957, p'Psentp a shameful and db;
graceful*pictun: acrOs91:the country as you go through its sections
covering about every known aime and of the large number #of
youths below 18 enmeshed in them. Here is what the commit-.
tee said:
"Two years after the end of World War .II, in 1948, there were
less than ~oo,ooojuveniles appearing before the courts. By 1958,
this number had inerewbd to 385,000 amd in 1953 to 435,000. In
1954, 475,000 children lo to 17 committed delinquent acts senmo w enough to bring them before a court, and .in 1955 the number has risen to 500,mo."
T h k Committee projected the FBI figures for the country
as a whole and observed that in the m a 1 areas the rise in crime
among youth is at an even higher rate than in. cities. The
Committee warned:
E
fKlf
the rurt ion's dclinqile&y ra#e.Ibpzthucs its upward trend
at the game rate it has during the yeks :1948 tRough 1955, over
i,ooo,ooo childrm (10 to 17) will appear before the courts in
;t J

'

196$'

.

T h e trend a c e 1955 full
ittee's p&tion. We cannot overEmk &is dement in considering t h e k r k er's living standard, Delinquency among children and youth
stems from the same source that brings the "pile of human bones9"
family breakups, desertions, child labor, capitalistrbred poverty
and >insecurity. But some will hasten, I know, to .point a fi*
at the Soviet Union and the' publici,~there of a campaign against
drunkenness and hooliganism among some yohths. True, this
even received mention in Khrushchev's report before the ~ 1 s t
Congress. On this 'matter, too, I sought and obtained an interview *th a high official-N. S. Pmakov, deputy minister of Jus-tice of the Russiap Sodalist Federated Soviet Republic.
I sought more light on the recent government directives.cal1-

ing on tmik Won, K
6
9
;and
o~anizations':tomeate
vol.mln?lC
@eoplgs datacbments (druzzhasj at factories and in
h o ~ i a gm' aid the1 militia ,(police) in combatting d i ~ ~ & ~ l y
canduct. Gas& of su& @order, instead of being taken to m3Utb
men for arrest and to the courts, are to go in most insmcm:&fore the :factorg dr farm' collective "people's- court .af honor" eth
&'

,

-&e accused fa&k hi~:dk~aw'
~orkersand neighbors. The theory:
W h d .this p
d isl@at the m d t y or collectiye -sbms
the rmpy)miM1dt$r .& &ti disorderly acts of its members' and.
should he]@ &em .cbma their ways. P m h v observed:.'thst
such a method was found far 'more effective than courts and

jail-+term$
I asked Prusdkov what speufic law violations are mostly in
view in the cttment campaign. He said there me very few crimeti
!like robbery. Crimes that show up in large figures in VS. stay
tistics, like pditution, narcotics peddling, gambling,
not
even known in the USSR. Drunkenness and rowdyism is what
&iey have mostly iR mind and that too has been declining. I
observed that such.disorders are a minor element in our troubles
and often. go umo'ticed.' -.He said in earlier years '&&mess
and hooliganism was also treated lightly in the Soviet-.Union.:
"But our cultural fstaims.:hasn q advanced. We are now ia a
position to elhifiatti :&is .-type of unsocial conduct, too."* ThFr
piolicy of direct' actidn :by '#he $kple, pimarily the trade unions,
\
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is in sharp contrast to blaming the youths and the "remedjr'f.of
m&e police and longer jail tw&r for which J . Edgar'Hoovw cdk
.,. .
edoh time heiele&es\ mi o f his. mime rssorts.
' : :Sface the war, Prusakov informed me, &me among Soviet-jrouth.
has .&e~lined
60 percent. 'Becakse of the general drop in aim%.
marry of the cornti lfave ili recent months been dosed -br their
persoonel wati cut. And, h e - d d e d , significantly, in recent mcimthc
the ,militia of the Soviet Unionwolice) was cut by 40 percent.
Thusswhat &fists in the, USSR is a steady decline in dmc,.
disorder and- youth delinquenq and a higher stage af struggle
against wliat theyhcall %kmnants of capitalist habits." In:'the
capitalist &antries prra$ly, m x t ' of -all in tbe United Smtes,
the crime trend, most alarmingly among youth, Sum stead49 u p
'
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Meany boasts of the wonders of P,merica9s housing and sneeringly cries of the "dreadful dearth of decent and adequate housing in the USSR." . He writes that in the .Soviet housing situation
"the world can see one of the most shameful consequences of
Communist dictatorship.'?
HOUSING CONSTRUCTION
IN CITIES
(MILLIONS OF SQUARE
METRES)
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Some tend to forget that in the Unit
~ P C R11r;nm
war, houses were built while in the USSR the Nazis destroyec
houses. Not one home was destroyed in the U.S. by war in almos
a century. In the USSR, 1,710 towns and cities were destroye~
entirely or partially during the war. The. people of the USSR
sacrificed countless lives, and property beyond estimate, to defeat
the Nazi invaders. They didn't take the quisling road of "saving"
their houses and permitting Nazi enslavement of the world.
----1'here apparently are some people who have forgotten entirely that many thousands of American soldiers came home because about as many Soviet soldiers gave up their lives; that many
Americans
obtained some improvementss in their 1 i ~ A n m
-

-----v

ur

-

ard and steady work, and some even stepped into riches, whi
Soviet people fought heroically and sacrificed as no people e
did. They have forgotten that while housing was going up in
~Gted
States, 14% of the total housing space of the Soviet Unio
was entirely destroyed. During the war, the Hitlerites fully
partially smashed 70 million square meters of housing space a
left 25 million persons without shelter. ..
Thousands of destroyed factories had 'to be rebuilt and pu
into operation before a firm base for an advance on housing w
assured. Meanwhile millions of people had -to take shelter in
and hastily constructed shacks, or crowd a family into a
It was not until the 1949-50 period that the housing space
the USSR equalled 1940's. The Soviet leaders frankly ackno
edged their serious housing situation. But what Meany ign
is the tremendous p r e e s s the Soivet Union Bas already ma
in its program for liquidation of the housing dBmlty.
The United Nations Quarterly Bulletin on Housing a
Building statistics for Europe made public in June, 1959, sh
the Soviet Union w& far out in front of 24 countries, with a ste
annual rise from 1,345,000 units in 1958 to 2,664,000 housing u
built in 1958-to an average now of 13.9 apartments or houses
i,ooo inhabitants. This was more than twice the number of uni
buift in the U.S.A. in 1958. No European country came clo
than 9.3 housing units per thousand inhabitants.
Some idea 'df the pace of housing construction can be gain
from the following data: in the five-year plan, 1946-50, ind
restoration, 102 million. square meters of housing space was
i n the 1951-55 plan, 15I million square meters were built; in I
it was 37 million.square meters; in 1957 it was 48 million
meters and in 1958 they built 68 million square meters.
m e s are only of urban type houses. In 1958 more than 700,
houses were built in tBe non-urban areas.
,
In .the past five years alone, more housing space was b
was in use in 'the entire country in 1913. Today the
housing space is already four times that of i g i g and doub
Every day, on an average, more than ~ Q O O Opeople move
old houses to new apartments. In the villages 3,000 enter
homes daily, But the past five years have only been the
1

--
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for homing c o n s ~ c t i o &to &me 'in the next sey1h years-:
for thes15 million n& apartmmts to be built in urban krkus and
the ~,ooo,ooonew houses in the rural areas. This i s as mu& hausing space as was built since*the Revolution. This calls for 5,810
apartments daily for resettlement of 75,000,om persons in seven
ycais. . T o put it another way, by 1965 five in every lo persons wiN
get +eys to newly constructed apartments. That's slum clearance! '
:
You don't have to read.statistics to know of the
of Soviet
housing construction. The first thing that bits you in any city
ydu h t c t are the many @ant portable construction cranes. They
lean over aonstmction work as high as seven stories. You see them
t$ picking up pte-fabricated concrete wall panels and the workers just
guide those panels into place, ds .though they w a e playing blocks.
Five and seven-story apartment buildings rise within weeks. People
move into them before the outside work is finished.
There are 39,- of these cranes working in the USSR, many of
them nigdt and day, also 30,ooo excavators and 28,ooo- bulldozers.
A drive from Moscow airport into town takes you through the vast
University area of newly constructed apartment houses with ceramic brick ,facing. When*I was there in igso, the area was green,
kn6wn as Lenin Hills. Take twenty of the biggest housing develop
ments, like S t u y v w t Town in New Yark, and line them up, and
you'll still be short of dvering the area of this ,newly-builtMoecow. Next to it is what looks iike a still bigger stretch of newly
built bmes, called CheryurnJghki. Blodr-ldng gardens and childken'$
playgrounds face $1 +ipartments! You go through block after block,
until pou come to scorn of cranes bent over mare building work,
mom apartments, while bulldozers clear away ancient village houses
whose occupants have already received new homes. Moscow has
for centuries spread out like a web. In any,direction you take outward, you see construction. I saw the same in Leningrad, Stalingrad, Tashkent, Rostov.
Most impressive was the scene in the heroic city of Stalingrad.
But for the southern end, the 4o-odd miles of- the city lining the
Volga is brand new. You go through scores upon scores of. blocks.
In rare cases you came across a building that remained standing
R: and was worthy 'of repair. The city of 800,ooo people is now well
past prewar population, As you gaze upon its well-planned stree~,
"
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its.many,jineworks of architecture,.with the trade union hall among
the most beautiful, -youwonder how -theydid .it all within so &kt
a time. - The same question strikes you in every city.
I have s&n some of the new houses. Same may be c r i t i k becabse same fringes are not up ta our standard. Their kitchens .and
b @ ~ r ~ o mare
s not equipped up to standards of U.S. new homes.
But the important point is they provide spacious, light roon)s,
private kitchens and baths-something millions of Soviet people
neyer-had. I have seen apartments of two rooms and a kit&&and. bath, renting at the general rate of r.36 rubles a meter .(avqaging about 38 meters, not. counting the kitchen) , they rent f o r
about ~ - o o . ~ b lmonthly,
es
including services and utilities. In N&
York, with refrigerator added, such an apartment would rent .for
about $90, if you could find it.
Another widespread phenomenon in the Soviet Union today.is
individual house construction by the workers themselves. In 1958
more than 260,ooo such houses were completed. And the,tempo
in this field is only getting under way. Land does not enter -into
the cost. The factory gets a stretch of land and parcels it out into
lutwfr6e to its workers. At the Skorukhod shoe plant in Leningrad
they told me the workers are granted loans up to 7,000 rubles, ~$thout interest, provided they put in at least 3,000 rubles of their own
(not a very big sum) and guarantee to put in at least 5,000 rubles
of : t & $ r + o w
labor.
n
The factory helps the workers obtain materials, rneven manufactures*somematerials, and extends water pipe-Qnwd&ectricity and gas to the project area. Workers form 'cooperatives fos such construction and exchange .labor. Now you see;big
smt&es of do-it-yourselt settlements and they provide anL.interesting study of individual ini~atives,skills, talents and tastes.
The USSR's success.on the housing h n t proves that socialislp.
will. ultimately prove the more effective,way to meet the housing.
issue than capitalism. On the other hand, in the U.S.A., the AFLCIO's o m periodic housing studies tell us we are not making much
of a dent into the slums. A recent Census Bureau survey of housing, made public in April, 1959, says that in 1956 there were 4,- '
050,000 dwellings classed as "dilapidated," with most lacking hot
water, private. lavatories or private baths. (New Y o ~ kTimes, A@.
19,.1959) -. , This was barely an improvement over the situation i
. n
,
'
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1950. Inb.metropolitanNew Yark the number of such dwellings
rose from 164,000 to 188,000.
I

Soviet Progress Benefits AU

.

Meany alleges that American wage standards are "now being
threatened" by what he calls "the very low wage economy and
dumping of low-priced goods" of the USSR. It is difficult to see
how he can make such a change stick in view of the fact that trade
between the United States and the USSR is insignificant.
What apparently disturbs Meany is not the alleged "dumping'
but the rising sentiment both in some business circles and unions
for expansion of trade with the USSR, China and the other socialist
lands, because such trade is seen as a stimulus for both business and
jobs here as well as to world peace.
A far more serious problem for Meany and AFL-CIO unions
is the spreading tactic of U.S. monopolies of investing their capital
in other lands for production of goods largely for the American
market. Thus unemployed General Motors and Ford workers see
an increasing number of cars on the roads made in G.M. and Ford
plants in Europe.
Meany's a j against trade with the Soviet Union first of all implies that only one-way trade is desirable because imports from.
almost all countries are bound to compete with American products.
Secondly, there are some countries that engage in very heavy trade
with the United States- Japan, Italy, Great Britain, Western Germany, Switzerland. The first are especially known for starvation
wages. Even Britain's wages run a third of the U.S. average in
manufacturing. In recent years we have heard loud cries from
unions in garment, textile, auto, hats, leather goods, shoe, watchmaking and other fields because a flood of goods from the abovenamed countries is undercutting American products in American
stores. Some of the unions also observe that-such returns are poor
payment for the billions of dollars in military and other subsidies
from the U.S. to those countries. Yet no one would seriously suggest an -end of trade with them. 1t is quite apparent that the
"dumping" ay is really directed at the Soviet Union not for fear
of its products.

&fea$,y caries his argument further. . He objects in & i s artic
td the assertion by Tmd: "Our reality,,is iwpb&ngthe ;workil
folks of the bourgeois (capitalist) states to fight exploitation f
a better futw." ; .
American .mid: inionis&, .of cow&, want to see the work4
tfipaughout the world raise their living standards far a number
r&s&ns. First; their products would not be weapons for cut-tikao
that would ultimately-hurt the American workers. Sc
o . their !higher purchasing power would widen the market f
American-made products, hence provide moqe jobs. ~ n d ,third*
'
workers, American unionists want all waking *peopleto come 1
. tp ,)&her levels.
Let's take that test: Does not the Soviet shift to the sevemho.
dqy now, and to the 35-hour week by 1965, inspire a struggle for
higher level among preciely those intensely exploited work€
wh~sepraduck are a s o w of complaint'in the U.S. trade unit
Is not the objective of a 4 ~ %rise in real m
e
s
wvement?
.
seyen years another siource of such inspi~qion?Is not the new ar
&kgq housing to which the workers of the Soviet Union are shi
ipg*,still another such stimulus? AT not all the nurnmdus welfa
benefits to the Soviet workers we have deskibed something for evc
t&;b$gher standard American workers to strive for?
From.experience sinq-the start of the cold war it is quite a
that.the ttms .of billions of ''aid; the U.S. p
o
w ;into,tl
a k t i h u n i s t , bloc lands have but w e d to lift the living stan
'
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ards of the worken of those countries. But the Soviet Union is
demonstrating its will for peace and a confidence in the p ~ i b i l i t y
to secure peace, or it wouldn't plan to invest three trillion rubles
for peaceful constrqction;' second, it is inspiring, by its example, struggles of workers1throughout the world for higher-level objectives. How can this "menace" the workers of the United States?In this pamphlet, to refute many false charges we have shown
that socialism is not only a promise of the future but brings great
benefits to the 'workers now. In doing so, we did not aim to show
that living standards in the Soviet Union or other lands of socialism, are already above those of the U.S. average. That is
, clearly not yet the situation. But we can say, on the basis of the
, facts and observations:
The gap between US. and Soviet living standards is not
nearly as wide as some propagandists for capitalism, or people
with only a surface view, have claimed. And this gap is narrowing
steadily.
The dierence is even less if all basic economic and social
factors that compose a living standard are put on the scales.
While the people of the USSR must still go a coniiderable
way to catch up with those ~teadil'empl6~ed in America, in some ,
very important .respects the Soviet worker alreqdy has advantages
the Ameri'ican worker can hardly hope to get' under capitalismextremely low-cost housing, free medical '&re, kee higher du.&
tion, a .high[&+kl n m r y *d child care on a mass scale, youth
,
i
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upbringing, better culturd and sport facilities, and many mo
Many people will choose the latter advantages over a car
dwhership of a house with a 20-30 year mortgage.
While the goal of the USSR is''measured against
pet- capita production, which Khrushchev estimates will
'in l o years, it must be borne in mind that in terms
'$tigdards the U.S. can be passed sooner as some West
.he already being passed. There are millions in Americabpper income sector-who appropriate and consume many ti
the average per capita income, while many more millions ea
konsume just a fraction of the average. In the USSR there is o
a difference -ih standards that may range from incomes of u
skilled workers to those of skilled and professional wo
Above all, the Soviet workers enjoy full security economical
something workers cannot have in even the richest capitalist co
t* and they have established a socialist pattern for the l{
standard on which they build continually and improve stea
1
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For Contact Between U.S. and USSR Worker6
for the Tnlth

I '

I have cailed attention to some of the falsehoods that some
- . ( , i n the Ameridan trade unioM have been seeking to
aliye for many years, and have placed them against the facts
found them in the Soviet Union. Some df' those1falsehoods, li
the "forced labor" cry, have been-discredited long ago.
-Even former New York Governor W. Averell Harriman, lo
notorious for his extreme cold war position, wrote in a dispa
fram the Soviet Union (New York Times, June g) that there ar
no .forced labor camps in the USSR. He described a penal ins
tutidn in glowisig 'te'ms1'Ili :ad barlie dispatch, he T o t e peace
"a upationaI,qxeoccupationin the ~diketUnion." But our .tr
uriioh leaders fear to let go of their stock of falsehoods lest
pattern of their anti-sovietism for many years, and the system
within unions built upon ,t& an
terror against .progressives
. ..
Sovietism, becoineh sus&Lt among their fdllavers.
For.. that same reason these labor lead-errs, with George 'Mea
thew main 'spokesman, stubbornly oppose any kind of contac
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dth the Soviet-trade unions, or even delegations of their own
choice: who would o h m e life in thk Soviet Union and not depenif,.entirely an the lies of professional antiSovieteers. . this polidy .ofmaintaining a' "Curtain of Ignorance" is most
h-ful
to American workers because it i s used to "justiYa ih
AlaIi*10 forefp;tl:$o~cyposition that, calls for perpetual tensions
a& dold war.'. Theirzmk and file oftAmericam trade u~l'ionmemo
w&;like the )p&ple oc thecountry generally, wants peace. .
?'Vl?he policy d@&.6se'
who want the curtain & a h on the mtH,
is k % i t t ~ a pducy of people who fear the truth. How el* explaia Meany's bti ton trade &ion visits to the USSR and warnine
'~O'AFLCIOunions .h&tto even talk of such delegations? H w
elsen'efpkdin the refusal to accept repeated invitations from a
uni'on mbvkmmt sf 53 million workers? Some' of our labor leaders
find 'itL ~ w~ rei v a i e i l s tto write articles and statements in Washington ';rzhar,ging"slave laborr"' camps a d "governinentcontroMed
unionism" than t o accept an
. . invitatibtl to come to the Sovi$t
Union and show the evidence.
Forthnately, of-ldte there has been @me contact betw&n" the
peoples df !the 'United- S'itktes and; the sbviii ub!iSon. The evmgrowbg : str& 'ofvisitors ti the 'Smiet Union includes an incre&ikg.nuinber ~bf:
Befure loNgS will see delegaii:&nk
;aflle
&&kees to."&&! U&R,
;bee. toas as^ :&e*
for &e&kl+ei: -,'. . ! ; ;; : ' . . ' ' < -' ". , I.! 1
,
".
. 1i-Pstressing ' that Wk!kets slibu&, themg&fv&or through delegations, see the W S S , ik lir'e and' traai' ~iriioas,we are nor tiae
gesting that they'll find conditions in dl respects superior to those
for employed workers of the U.S. They will find the Soviet workers have achieved a standard many times better than what they
previously had. They will also find the rate of advance so swift
and steady that their slogan of "catching up with and surpassing"
America is realistic. And they will also find that Soviet workers
already have many advantages and benefits not obtainable under capitalism, and which are outweighing some advantages
Ame&an workers still hold.
Nor do we offer the conditons and forms in the Soviet Union
or other socialist .countries as a blueprint for socialism elsewhere.
We stress mainly the evidence that socialism is a superior system
'
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over capitalism fbecause it stimulates a far faster rate of industrial
- growth, -a faster rise m living standards and a higher &d
and
culadvancement than has b&n ever kngwn in bibtoye
Every country wiU learn wh6t it can from theySoviet Udion's
=peen=, as of that of the other sodialist lands, and i t the m
e
time eyery country will chart its own road to socialism. But odsav.ing conditions in the *USSRtoday,<looking back to what they w e e
80 years earlier, and replling the difficulties it experienced since
&ens I _couldn't help thinking how much faster America oould
-build socialism wit& its powerful Wuspial base, given &e will to
!do ao. The benefits of socialism could have ,materialized f o r ,our
people much sooner. If the Soviet 'workers who practically had
"' to begin from scratch, did so well wi*out capitalists,- how mu&
better would Americans do without thc m e n - ~ fWall Street!
But however one may view kialism, he canpot be blind to
the fact that the gigantic economic advance ta.kingq,place
in the
Soviet union is a plan for long-range pea&$ .objectives. Clokely
bound with it is a program for .lifting the welfare of-the people
..to hitherto unknown heights. A government and leaders who
have so fully mobilized the people for construction for, peace,
-not
hav6 an htloolc of war. They seem to have an extraordinary confidence the world can be k&t out of war. Such conatruction, such coifidence in peace, is a challeng-not a threat
-to the entire capitalist world. All who truly want peace should
welcome such .,a chafle~geand the prospects .of ~ k f u cmmpel
tition between the so&ilist . and capitalist systems.
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SINCE SPU
HOW AME@ANS
VIEW THE SOVIET UNION
By Herbert Apth
In a comprehensive analysis of the changes which have taken
place in Americans' attitidues toward and views of. the USSR
since the historic launching o f the first earth satellite. Dr.
Aptheker quotes a great cross-section of distinguished leaders
in the fields of government, science, education, business and
the arts. A lively and quite startling exposition.
Price $.25

THE INDIVIDUAL IN SOVIET LAW
By Leon Josephson
Himself an attorney with decades of practice behid him,
Mr. Josephson has subjected t o exhaustive study and analysis
the theme of civil rigihts of the individual under the Swiet
legal system, a subject which has been clouded over by prejudice, ignorance or oufright distortion almost from the day
the USSR was created 'in the fires of revolution.
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